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Public-private partnerships (P3s) come in myriad forms; the most notable recent examples deal with 
infrastructure projects.  In most of these deals, private firms pay a one-time or recurring payment to 
the government to build and/or operate a public asset for a set period of time in exchange for the 
right to collect revenues and users fees derived from the asset.1  Assets that can be transferred to 
private control include parking lots, roads, parking meters, buildings, and almost anything else 
owned by the government.    

Infrastructure banks and other programs like the Transportation Infrastructure Finance and 
Innovation Act (TIFIA) have provided loans, loan guarantees, and lines of credit to encourage both 
private and public investment in infrastructure.  Some common P3 models are listed below:2 

 
Long-Term Lease Agreement 

This is an agreement where a private company (or consortium of companies) 
receives the right to collect revenues associated with an existing asset in exchange 
for an upfront fee to the governmental entity. Examples of this model include the 
long-term leases of the Chicago parking meters. 

Sale/Leaseback 

A sale-leaseback is a transaction in which the owner, in this case the government, 
sells public property and then leases it back from the private buyer. Examples of this 
model include a proposed and rejected sale/leaseback of numerous California state 
office buildings. 

Design-Build-Finance-Operate-Maintain 

There are many variations of this model, such as Design-Build, Design-Build-Operate, 
etc., depending on the private entity's role. In this model, a private entity is involved 
in varying aspects of the financing, design, building, operation and maintenance of 
the asset, and is compensated for its investment by receiving the right to collect 
future revenues associated with asset, such as user fees. 

Availability Payment 

In this model, the governmental entity provides regular payments, based on criteria 
such as project milestones or performance standards, to private investors, 
developers, and operators that design, build, finance, operate, and maintain the 
asset (or perform a subset of these activities). This project is similar to the design, 
build, finance, operate, and maintain-type contract described above, but uses an 
availability payment scheme to compensate the private companies. 
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The Chicago Parking Meters Debacle 

In December 2008, the City of Chicago announced a $1.16B agreement to lease 36,000 parking 
meters to a private company, Chicago Parking Meters LLC (CPM), for 75 years.  The deal was 
approved 3 days later with little analysis and no weighing of possible alternatives.3  The Inspector 
General (IG) for Chicago concluded in a June 2009 report that the city used this agreement to cover 
a short-term budget problem, and failed to properly assess the costs and benefits of the deal over 
the long-term.   

Using the Value for Money (VfM) model, the IG calculated the present value of the assets were 
actually worth $2.13B.4  In 2010, CPM confidently predicted an even worse scenario for the city.  
They announced during the lead up to a sale of private notes that they would receive $11.6B in 
revenue over the term of the 75 year lease.5 

City officials argued that they would have never been able to raise the parking rates without 
privatizing the parking meters, yet as part of the deal, parking rates will double in the most 
expensive areas by 2013 while quadrupling in other areas of the central business district.  Rates in 
outlying neighborhoods will increase by as much as 833%, and all future rate hikes beyond 2013 will 
be tied to the rate of inflation.6   

The city claimed the private sector would be more efficient and effective at operating the system, 
but this belief was shaken greatly by the poor contractor performance as widespread equipment 
malfunctions drew the ire of the public while also requiring city assistance.7   The IG also found that 
the city had ample capabilities to perform the upgrades necessary to increase efficiency without the 
help of a private firm; this conclusion undercut yet another rationale for the deal.8 

On top of all of these problems, the city agreed to pay the company for any action that impairs the 
collection of parking meter revenue.  This includes construction projects, street festivals, rush hour 
lanes, and free parking for disabled drivers.  The parking firm currently claims the city owes them 
$61M to compensate for this lost revenue.  The city is contesting these charges, and recently spent 
$300k to develop software to check $25.5M in claims from CPM for out-of-service meters.  After the 
analysis, the city concluded the firm overcharged them by 86% ($22M) for out-of-service meters.  
They are currently analyzing the $35.5M in claims related to free parking for disabled drivers.  Both 
issues are in arbitration with no sign of agreement in the near future. 9   

Beyond these obvious shortcomings and imminent legal battles, the adverse consequences for the 
city over the term of the 75 year lease are nearly incalculable.  The city now faces the prospect of 
taxing its citizens more to compensate a private company for lost profits for three generations.  
Adding rapid bus lanes, opening new city-owned parking garages, holding parades, and hosting 
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conventions will all require compensation to CPM.  In other words, the city is still accountable to the 
public, but it now has another boss that requires periodic payoffs, CPM.  Some local officials have 
been pushing for renegotiation of the contract, but the firm has shown zero interest and is 
continuing to aggressively pursue claims under this very flawed contract. 

 

California:  State Route 91 (SR 91) 

The California Private Transportation Company (CPTC), a partnership formed by three private firms, 
entered into an agreement with California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) to build express 
lanes along the median of the existing SR 91 freeway.10  This $135M project was designed to rapidly 
relieve congestion, and in return, CPTC was granted a 35-year franchise to collect tolls and operate 
the road.11  To ensure these private investors were insulated from unexpected competition from 
free highways, the state agreed to a non-compete provision in the contract that prevented the state 
from building or improving competing roads within a 1.5 mile corridor along the route.12   

After several years of operation, Caltrans proposed adding an interchange between the free portion 
of SR 91 and another toll road operated by a public entity.13  CPTC challenged this proposal in court 
and the ensuing settlement reaffirmed the non-compete clause and stopped the building of this 
new interchange.  Public opinion rapidly turned against this project as residents blamed CPTC for 
contributing to congestion and unsafe conditions.14   

Partners within the CPTC consortium began to lose interest in continuing to operate the project 
after lower than expected revenue was reported.  CPTC proposed selling the entire project to a 
newly-formed, non-profit entity that they helped organize.  This questionable deal, which included 
the sale of California tax-exempt bonds issued by the state infrastructure bank, was halted by the 
state treasurer after concerns were raised about the relationship between CPTC and the non-profit 
entity.  Deal opponents charged CPTC with trying to extract maximum capital out of the deal while 
sticking the public with the cost.15   

The Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) eventually stepped in and purchased the 
project for $207.5M in 2003.16  This deal eliminated controversial non-compete provisions, 
increased public transparency and outreach efforts, and better aligned policy decisions with public 
preferences. The California legislature approved a bill in 2008 that authorizes OCTA to work with the 
Riverside Transportation Authority to extend the express lanes ten miles.17 
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The Chicago Infrastructure Trust (CIT) 

In April 2012, the Chicago City Council voted by a 41-7 margin to establish the Chicago Infrastructure 
Trust (CIT).  This new and controversial P3 combines public and private funding within a separate 
non-profit organization that is removed from the democratic process.  The governing board of the 
CIT consists of 4 private citizens and 1 city council member charged with reviewing and assembling 
funding proposals for public works projects within the city.18  Insulating this important P3 from local 
politics bypasses a critical layer of accountability that ensures powerful organizations act in the 
public interest.   

Some projects within the CIT will use traditional funding methods like general obligation and 
revenue bonds, while others could be financed with a mix of public and private money if the project 
is expected to generate returns.19  Each individual project will have its own customized financing 
structure that specifies how the CIT and investors will be repaid.20  The mayor says that private 
investors have already agreed to provide $1.7B in project funding.21 

One of the first projects of the CIT involves the funding of multiple energy efficiency projects that 
will retrofit city-owned buildings.  The project will use private funds to reduce yearly energy costs 
for the city by approximately 12% or $20M.  It is unclear how the returns for investors will be 
calculated, and little information has been provided by the mayor’s office.   

Another project that will be funded partially from the CIT is a $7B plan to expand Chicago O’Hare 
Airport while improving transportation, the water system, community colleges, and city parks.22  
With an expected increase in construction-related jobs, some labor groups have been more 
supportive of this new P3.23  Good government groups like the Illinois Public Interest Research 
Group (PIRG) are deeply concerned about inadequate transparency, accountability, and conflict of 
interest provisions within the CIT.  They also have criticized the lack of public debate and discussion 
prior to the final vote creating this new organization.24 

The CIT differs from existing state infrastructure banks in that it offers private firms the ability to 
invest directly in a low-risk fund with stable returns.25  State infrastructure banks, on the other hand, 
provide a revolving source of funds to assist public and private entities in completing high-priority 
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transportation projects.26  These state infrastructure banks typically make direct low-interest loans 
to selected projects or provide loan guarantees, which make more funding available at lower 
interest rates for both public and private entities.27   

 

A National Infrastructure Bank 

There have been multiple proposals from Congress and the Obama Administration to create a 
national infrastructure bank.  One proposal envisions a government-owned corporation led by a 
board appointed by the president and approved by Congress.  All board members would be required 
to have applicable experience with public works and infrastructure while being evenly split along 
partisan lines.28   

Flexible loans and loan guarantees would be available for up to 35 years.29  State and local 
governments, P3s, and private firms would be eligible to apply for funding; and the funding model 
would be borrowed in large part from the TIFIA program that provides federal assistance to surface 
transportation projects of national and regional significance.30  Both the TIFIA program and the 
proposed national infrastructure bank are designed to encourage significant private investment to 
lower upfront public costs.31   

The infrastructure bank would have a broad charter allowing it to capitalize energy, water, 
transportation, environmental, and telecommunications projects.32  Funding priority would be given 
to projects of national or regional significance that will lead to economic growth and new jobs, but 
this standard is very vague and difficult to define.  National infrastructure bank loans would be 
limited to 50% of total project expenses to encourage diverse funding.33  Minimum project size, the 
funding of administrative costs, and amount of initial capitalization are issues where a consensus 
has yet to emerge.34 

All current proposals for a national infrastructure bank feature a built-in preference for public-
private partnerships (P3s).  In addition to this bias toward privatization, there are no labor 
protections for displaced public workers who could be fired or shifted into private sector jobs with 
low wages and no benefits.   

 

Planning for Private Sector Default 

Most of the discussion about P3s revolves around the government agreeing to deals that are not in 
the public interest, but private firms, despite having considerably more experience than their 
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government counterparts, also have a difficult time valuing these deals.  For example, the recession 
and declining traffic volume has caused the Macquarie Infrastructure Group to significantly reduce 
the value of several infrastructure investments on its balance sheet.  Despite more the doubling the 
cost of traveling the Indiana Toll Road and raising tolls 160% on the Chicago Skyway, the value of 
each asset was reduced by 45% and 21%, respectively.  During the height of the recession, there was 
even speculation about a partial default and a sale of these recently purchased assets.35   

If the Macquarie Infrastructure Group had defaulted or sold the assets to another company, the 
state and local governments would not have been prepared.  The public sector should always 
include language that specifies an orderly process in case of default or a change in ownership.36  In 
Texas, the perils of treating public assets as private commodities was on stark display as a private 
road operator filed for bankruptcy, and the road was sold at auction.  The purchaser immediately 
closed this road to all traffic and forced the state to buy it an inflated price a year later.37 

 

Avoiding Bad Deals 

While using a Value for Money (VfM) approach and cost-benefit analysis is important in determining 
the attractiveness of a given P3, more essential concerns about the nature of public infrastructure 
and its effect on society should also inform these decisions.38  The government is not a business; it 
has the responsibility to act in the public interest using both a short- and long-term outlook while 
examining all stakeholder perspectives.  The following six public interest principles, developed by 
the U.S. PIRG Education Fund and the Frontier Group for evaluating a potential P3, ensure that the 
public will be much more likely to get a fair deal. 

1. The public should retain control over decisions about transportation planning and 
management.39 

As demonstrated by the lease of the Chicago parking meters, the government 
should avoid turning over control of transportation planning to a private company.  
Chicago never explicitly gave up this power, but the non-compete and make-whole 
provisions of the contract create incentives for the city to protect the private 
operator’s revenue.  Future planning that benefits the entire city will always be 
evaluated based on the cost to taxpayers of reducing revenues for this private 
company.  In growing recognition of the pitfalls of privatizing these important public 
assets, New York City, Pittsburgh, and Los Angeles have all abandoned or 
indefinitely delayed plans to privatize municipal parking meter operations.40   
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2. The public must receive fair value so future revenues won’t be sold off at a discount.41 

When funds are needed and times are particularly rough, governments often slip 
into a fire sale mentality where they take the best deal offered without determining 
if it is a good deal.  When the stock market is at the bottom, no sane investment 
advisor would suggest an investor sell all their shares.  Similarly, it makes no sense 
for governments to undertake the privatization of public infrastructure when their 
negotiation position is at an all-time low as during the Great Recession.  While 
financial pressure is a critical component of building support for many of these 
deals, selling assets at the most inopportune moment harms the public interest.42  
Public officials must make smart decisions that maximize public value.  

3. No deal should last longer than 30 years because of uncertainty over future conditions and 
because the risks of a bad deal grow exponentially over time.43 

The Indiana Toll Road and the Chicago Parking Meters were both turned over to the 
private sector for 75 years, while the Chicago Skyway was leased for 99 years.  
These long-term leases are risky gambles based on very little (if any) reliable data.  
Creating a P3 that spans 10-15 years is challenging, and the difficulty level just 
climbs from there.  Consider what the world was like 99 years ago.  In 1906, could 
anyone have even fathomed or planned for the world we live in today?  Likewise, it 
is completely unreasonable to assume that even the most competent government 
entity or financial analyst can confidently predict what the world will be like in the 
year 2103 when the lease for the Chicago Skyway ends.  Long-term leases should be 
avoided at all costs. 

4. Contracts should require state-of-the-art maintenance and safety standards instead of 
statewide minimums.44 

The technologies behind roads, freeways, and subways age rapidly in today’s 
environment.  When deals are negotiated, it is very important that specific language 
is added requiring more than just the minimum safety and traffic management 
technology.  Examples of new technology for toll roads include rubberized road 
surfaces, road sensors, and high-speed toll lanes.   

In some cases, the profit-motive of private firms may incentivize actions above the 
minimums, but the public should not be left at the mercy of shareholder-centric 
cost-benefit analysis.45  With longer agreements, this becomes even more critical 
since many new innovations that would benefit the public have yet to be invented.  
With the Indiana Toll Road agreement, the state is responsible for all the 
construction and maintenance costs related to any upgrades.  On top of these costs, 
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the state must also compensate the private firm for any lost revenue caused by 
construction.46   

5. There must be complete transparency to ensure proper public vetting of privatization 
proposals.47 

The negotiations for the Indiana Toll Road, Chicago Skyway, and Chicago Parking 
Meters were marked by secrecy and a lack of disclosure until a few days before the 
final agreement was approved.  Transparency and thorough vetting by all 
stakeholders is critical to ensure the public interest is protected.  Substantive public 
hearings where all voices can be heard, and early disclosure of deal terms, will 
ensure all new P3s gets the scrutiny they deserve.   

One example of how transparency saves money and prevents bad deals occurred in 
Texas.  During initial bidding to build and operate a new toll road in Dallas, the state 
excluded the publicly run North Texas Tolling Authority (NTTA) even though the new 
road would connect directly with their existing infrastructure.  The state instead 
accepted a $3.1B bid by a private firm named Cintra that would generate 
approximately 12.5% profit for the company while requiring public compensation if 
a similar roadway was constructed within 20 miles.  After public outrage and 
subsequent hearings, the state decided to award the deal to the NTTA.  The state 
received an estimated $1.9B in additional proceeds compared to the Cintra deal and 
avoided problematic non-compete provisions demanded by the private firm.48 

6. There must be full accountability in which the legislature must approve the terms of a final 
deal, not just approve that a deal be negotiated.49 

Many states set up public-private partnerships boards that are insulated from public 
opinion.  Often, the authority to negotiate and approve P3s is granted by the 
legislature and the governor appoints the members.  This structure was probably 
intended to speed up the approval process so that more P3s would be created, but 
in the haste to create quantity, quality has suffered.  Both privatization advocates 
and opponents should want the public involved.  When an unpopular P3 is approved 
despite considerable popular opposition, people are less likely to support similar P3s 
in the future.  Both sides should try to win on merit and prove that their position is 
the best one for the public.  

Conclusion 

There is no question that infrastructure in the United States needs more investment.  The 
controversy is how to pay for it.  During most of the 20th century, the national government 
partnered with state and local authorities to ensure the nation was united by road, rail, and air.  
Taxes along with tolls provided the majority of funding and maintenance costs. Unfortunately, times 
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have changed; the consensus that government generally operates for the public good has frayed 
along partisan lines.   

The prospect of raising taxes has become politically toxic in many areas of the county.  This new, 
more financially constrained operating environment has led to a search for new funding methods.  
New financing models that partially or fully privatize public goods have become one of the hottest 
new trends.  As an alternative method of finance, they appeal to politicians, because the costs are 
often loaded on the end of the contract and not charged by the government.   

Despite their superficial appeal, these deals are almost always bad.  They cost taxpayers more since 
financing is more expensive in the private sector, they take important policy decisions out of public 
hands, and they fail to protect the jobs, collective bargaining rights, and working conditions of public 
employees.50  The only way that the public will benefit from these arrangements is if private 
financing somehow increases efficiency (which has yet to happen) or investors severely 
underestimate the risk of a project (this is rare).  Given the considerable experience of investment 
banks in crafting beneficial deals for investors, and the history of privatization in general, it is much 
more likely that the government will agree to an unfavorable contract, and residents will be forced 
to pay more than necessary.  If a deal is particularly disadvantageous to private investors, they will 
simply walk away   

Instead of relying on public-private partnerships, new infrastructure funding initiatives should 
strengthen the economic, financial, and environmental health of metropolitan areas while ensuring 
public entities and public employees continue to design, inspect, operate, and maintain new and 
existing infrastructure.51 
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